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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Big Tech companies built their monopolies partly through dependence on China and collaboration with the Chinese Communist Party.

Now Big Tech is arguing that antitrust reforms that target their abuse of power threaten U.S. national security.

Policymakers should not fall for this claim; competition, not Big Tech monopolies, will produce the innovation that America needs.

Congress will soon consider two significant reforms to disrupt the Big Tech companies whose totalitarian behavior threatens freedom of speech and open discourse online. Earlier this year, the Senate Judiciary Committee reported out the American Innovation and Choice Online Act (AICOA, S. 2992), which would prohibit Big Tech companies from giving an advantage to their own products on the platforms they operate, and the Open App Markets Act (S. 2710), which would open Apple and Google’s mobile app stores to competition from third-party software developers. Both bills garnered bipartisan support in committee, and the Biden Administration has announced its support for AICOA, leading to the possibility that one or both may become law.

In response, Big Tech companies have launched a lobbying campaign to oppose the two bills. One goal of this campaign is to shift the legislative debate away from the merits of these reform proposals and instead argue that the bills threaten U.S. national security.
from the substance of the antitrust reforms and into new areas, including the claim that antitrust reform will harm U.S. national security. Through open letters, op-eds, and speeches, dozens of former U.S. national security officials have argued that any antitrust reforms will harm the United States in its strategic competition with China. At a high level, they argue that antitrust reforms will prevent American companies from serving as “national champions,” which will lead to the dominance of Chinese tech giants. More specifically, they argue that the antitrust reform bills now under consideration will open the door to cybersecurity threats and misinformation from malign foreign actors.

A closer look reveals two things:

- These arguments are smoke-and-mirrors attempts to distract from the anticompetitive conduct of Big Tech companies, and
- There is little connection between the substance of the proposed antitrust reforms and their opponents’ purported national security concerns.

These national security arguments are misplaced. American Big Tech companies are not and never will be the equivalents of China’s tech “national champions” like Alibaba and Tencent. Quite the opposite: As we explore in greater detail below, some Silicon Valley giants like Apple built their market position through partnerships with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) that are nearly impossible for them to end. Through their dependence on Chinese manufacturing and, in many cases, the Chinese consumer market, Big Tech companies have subjected themselves to Chinese government coercion, including requirements that they share technology and the personal data of their users with the CCP. These same Big Tech companies are also unlikely to drive future innovation, as their dominant market position allows them to deprioritize research and development, kill innovation from start-ups, or acquire new entrants to reduce competition.

Moreover, many of the reforms under consideration—including AICOA and the Open App Markets Act—have little to do with the arguments raised by former national security officials. When Congress and executive branch policymakers consider antitrust reforms, they should look past specious national security arguments and consider the reforms on their merits alone.
Big Tech Monopolies Hurt America’s Competitiveness Against China

Silicon Valley’s goliaths have generated massive amounts of wealth in the United States, and their products have created enormous value, but no one should mistake these companies for American equivalents of China’s tech “national champions.” Chinese companies like Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent, and Huawei take direction from the CCP on the conduct of their business operations and receive benefits from the CCP that include subsidies and low-cost capital. In return, Chinese companies carry out economic espionage campaigns to give themselves competitive advantages and coordinate their investment in key technologies. In our freer economy and under our current corporate governance practices, the United States government does not exercise a similar degree of control over large U.S. technology companies. No matter their size, those companies do not play a role similar to that of China’s tech champions in the strategic competition between the United States and China.

To the contrary, many U.S. Big Tech companies view themselves primarily as global corporations, beholden to a constituency outside the United States and dedicated to its growth. For example, more than 90 percent of Facebook’s monthly users are now outside the United States and Canada. In 2021, more than half of the revenue of Google’s parent company, Alphabet, came from outside of the United States, and as of July 2022, Google accounted for the majority of the global search engine market, controlling almost 94 percent of the market in India, 89 percent in Brazil, and over 80 percent of desktop search traffic in Hong Kong, Italy, and Spain. The dominant global market share of Big Tech companies creates many economic advantages for the United States, but it also results in incentives to curry favor with U.S. adversaries and gain access to their consumer markets. Nowhere is this incentive stronger than it is with respect to China and its 1.4 billion consumers.

To cement and maintain this global reach, these companies often obey the local laws of such nations while openly flouting or selectively complying with U.S. government law enforcement or national security–related requests. Apple’s 2016 defiance of the FBI after the 2015 San Bernadino Islamist terrorist attacks, its refusal to provide “substantive assistance” to the Justice Department after the 2019 Islamist terrorist attack in Pensacola, Florida, and Google’s outright refusal to continue its contract with the Pentagon on Project Maven in 2018 are prime examples of this fitful cooperation with U.S. national security imperatives.
At the same time, Big Tech companies actively contribute to the national security aims of adversary nations like China through joint technological development initiatives that are the CCP’s price for manufacturing in China and enjoying access to the Chinese consumer market.\(^{11}\)

- In 2016, Apple reportedly entered into an approximately $275 billion agreement with the Chinese party-state to develop China’s “technological prowess” and economy.\(^{12}\)

- Amazon maintains joint Amazon Web Services (AWS) “innovation centers” with the Chinese government throughout China, as well as Chinese government–linked data centers, and even partnered with a CCP propaganda arm as of at least 2018.\(^{13}\)

- Google aids Chinese artificial intelligence (AI) development through a university with direct ties to the Chinese military and opened an AI research lab linked to the People’s Liberation Army in Beijing in 2017.\(^{14}\)

“National” champions these U.S. companies are not.

**New entrants, not Big Tech monopolies, will produce the innovation America needs to stay competitive.** A handful of Big Tech giants dominate U.S. digital markets today. These companies advertise their sizeable research and development (R&D) budgets: Google’s parent company Alphabet, for example, spent more than $31 billion on R&D in 2021.\(^{15}\) Their market position as monopolists, however, makes them less likely to innovate.

This phenomenon is not new. As long ago as 1962, economist Kenneth Arrow explained that an incumbent company’s incentive to innovate is lessened because any innovation would replace existing sales.\(^{16}\) To take a concrete example, AT&T, the dominant mid-20th century telecommunications company, funded an enormous amount of research at Bell Laboratories. Yet when a Bell Labs engineer developed magnetic tape and built the first telephone answering machine in the 1930s, AT&T’s management suppressed the innovation for more than 20 years out of fear that answering machines would lead to fewer telephone calls.\(^{17}\) In a similar vein, Google’s R&D budget is not guaranteed to lead to innovation, and even if it does, the innovation is likely to be in areas of commercial interest to Google like search engine algorithms, not necessarily in areas of importance to national security.

Even in areas like AI where Google’s research may be helpful to national security, new market entrants like Anduril, Shield AI, SpaceX, Palantir, Rebellion Defense, and others are genuine national security innovators.
From autonomous systems to robotics to all-domain command and control systems, these start-ups are coupling dynamism with an explicit desire to solve America's national security issues. For example:

- Shield AI’s “Hivemind” was the first autonomous AI pilot deployed since 2018, intended to enable autonomous drone swarms and aircraft that do not require GPS, communications, or even a human aviator. Moreover, unlike entrenched Big Tech companies, part of Shield AI’s stated mission is to “advance U.S. core values.”

- New entrant Anduril’s autonomous underwater vehicles and AI-driven software and hardware layering systems led to multiple government contracts, including one worth almost $1 billion in 2022, and a valuation nearing at least $7 billion. At a July 2022 conference, Palmer Luckey, Anduril’s founder and former Facebook employee, reportedly noted that his former company and other Big Tech platforms use their resources and world-class talent primarily to build “tech toys and social apps” instead of committing to more serious U.S. national security applications.

- Venture Capital firm A16z’s Katherine Boyle identifies what is required to fix problems like those in national security: “serious founders...willing to build something new from nothing.”

Not long ago, Google, Facebook, and Apple were themselves small, innovative start-ups. Vigorous competition from new market entrants, not the R&D budgets of a handful of Big Tech monopolies, will be the key to U.S. success against the threat from China.

By contrast, Big Tech firms seek to entrench their monopolies by erecting high barriers to entry, engaging in rampant self-preferencing and other anti-competitive practices, and buying and killing innovative young companies. Common behavior includes Apple’s penchant for “Sherlocking,” or stealing the core functions of the third-party applications it hosts, and demanding 30 percent commissions on in-app purchases from smaller companies. Amazon effectively requires smaller companies to give it the right to buy massive stakes in those companies for extremely deep discounts rather than at market value. Big Tech companies also hoard talent by hiring programmers to “work on next to nothing,” in the words of venture capitalist Chamath Palihapitiya, solely to prevent them from being hired by other companies where their skillsets could disrupt the incumbent’s business.
Similarly, Big Tech companies are no strangers to the practice of “killer acquisitions,” or buying out innovative young businesses just to kill them so they cannot compete with the acquirer in the future. As part of this strategy, Big Tech companies specifically target and terminate the smaller company’s innovation initiatives in order to strangle the future competitor and its incipient ideas in the crib.

**America cannot count on Big Tech to help fight China when Big Tech allies with China.** Despite the national security threat from Communist China, some Silicon Valley companies were built through partnerships with the CCP that are now difficult for them to dissolve. Apple, for instance, assembles nearly every iPhone, iPad, and Mac computer it produces in China. The country is Apple’s second-largest consumer market, with sales there making up nearly a fifth of the company’s annual revenue.

Apple’s dependence on Chinese engineering, manufacturing, and consumers leaves the company at the mercy of CCP demands. In 2017, for example, the company agreed to move the sensitive personal information of Chinese users of its iCloud service—including text messages, emails, photos, and personal contacts—to servers inside China along with the encryption keys for that personal information. On those servers, the iCloud data are owned not by Apple but by a Chinese state-owned company that has the legal authority to cooperate with Chinese security services.

As the strategic competition between the United States and China has intensified, Apple has doubled down on its ties with China. In developing its new iPhone 14, Apple decided to add memory chips from Yangtze Memory Technologies (YMTC) to its supply chain, choosing YMTC over suppliers in South Korea. The Chinese government owns 24 percent of YMTC, and congressional leaders have noted that there is credible evidence that the company violates U.S. export control laws by selling goods to Huawei. Apple also recently ordered its Taiwan-based suppliers to label their products as made in either “Taiwan, China” or “Chinese Taipei,” blocked the Voice of America mobile app from its App Store in China, and shifted significant portions of its design and engineering work from the United States to China. Time and again, Apple has chosen to deepen its partnership with China, giving the CCP increased leverage over the company.

Although other Big Tech companies are less dependent on China than Apple, most have few qualms about helping the CCP to preserve their access to the Chinese market. Amazon Web Services, for instance, operates at least five joint operations centers in China. At those centers, technology incubators assist companies that participate in the Chinese military–civil fusion program and work with companies that enable electronic surveillance of ethnic Uighurs in China’s Xinjiang province.
And Amazon is not alone. Artificial intelligence may prove to be one of the key battlegrounds of competition between the United States and China, yet 10 percent of the collective AI research labs of Facebook, Google, IBM, and Microsoft were based in China at the end of 2020. Microsoft has also announced a collaborative AI initiative with ByteDance, the Chinese parent company of TikTok.

When still in government, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Joseph Dunford explained that Google’s AI research in China “indirectly benefits the Chinese military and creates a challenge for us in maintaining a competitive advantage.” Similarly, between 2006 and 2010, Google’s search engine censored results in China at the behest of the CCP. In 2018, the company then attempted to build a Chinese censorship-compliant search engine until a public backlash caused it to drop the project. That same year, Google refused to bid on Defense Department contracts for cloud computing, claiming that the work would conflict with its AI principles. Google has since relaxed its prohibition on working with the U.S. military, but their past actions make clear that Big Tech companies should not be counted as American “national champions” against the threat from China.

**Big Tech’s National Security Arguments Fall Flat**

Big Tech’s campaign of open letters and op-eds from former national security officials relies on a mix of irrelevant or weak arguments that the legislative and executive branches should reject when considering potential antitrust reforms. According to *Politico*, all 12 former national security officials who signed a September 2021 letter warning against the antitrust bills on national security grounds have ties to Big Tech. Because AICOA and the Open App Markets Act have gained momentum in the Senate, the arguments from Big Tech’s lobbyists and other paid influencers focus on the provisions of those bills, but the same arguments would apply (and should be rejected) for any similar legislation or regulatory measures.

**Interoperability and non-discrimination are not national security threats.** One Big Tech argument is that antitrust reforms will force platforms to lower their defenses against threats from hostile states like China and Russia. By requiring U.S. tech platforms to include interoperability features that allow users to switch easily from one platform to another and mandating that they provide non-discriminatory access to competitors, Big Tech argues, the antitrust reforms will “result in major cyber threats, misinformation, access to data of U.S. persons, and intellectual property theft.”
This argument, however, ignores the text of both AICOA and the Open App Markets Act, which only prohibit Big Tech companies from taking actions that discriminate against competitors or give a preference to their own products. Security and privacy enhancements that apply equally to all users of a platform or a service—including to competitors—would not run afoul of the bills’ prohibitions.

This Big Tech argument also ignores provisions in both bills that allow tech companies to keep hostile actors off their platforms, even if the hostile actors may come in the guise of competitors. AICOA, for instance, expressly excludes any entity controlled by the Chinese government or any other foreign adversary from its protections and states that nothing in the bill shall require a tech company to share data with an entity that is sanctioned or determined to be a national security risk by the U.S. government. These broadly worded exceptions will require refinement by courts and regulatory agencies to ensure that they are applied fairly and effectively, but Big Tech’s national security alarmists ignore the exceptions altogether in the hope of bogging down the debate in misdirection.

Even without legislative exceptions, Big Tech’s security and privacy arguments carry little weight on their own merits. For example, Apple has long forced iPhone users to download new apps through the company’s own App Store—where Apple imposes a 30 percent fee on in-app purchases—and no other means. Users are unable to avoid Apple’s fees by accessing competing app stores or “side-loading” apps directly to their phones. Google, by comparison, allows side-loading on Android mobile phones but does not allow competing app stores.

Apple claims that the Open App Markets Act’s requirement that the company allow the installation of “third party apps or app stores through means other than its app store” would open iPhone users to security risks, including state-sponsored attacks. But allowing side-loading would not force users to engage in the practice. Rather, users would be free to choose Apple’s App Store with its security moderation and in-app fees, a competing app store with different moderation practices and different fees, or no app store at all.

Even with its monopoly, Apple is unable to screen apps for security risks effectively. Numerous iPhone apps, including apps that athletes at the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics were forced to download, are riddled with Chinese surveillance tools. If Apple allowed competing app stores, those app stores could be policed by antivirus and cybersecurity firms that might screen security risks just as well as or even better than Apple does. Moreover, in direct contravention of its own security arguments for maintaining the dominance of the App store, Apple still extols the security benefits of its Mac desktop and laptop computers—products that permit the installation of applications outside of the company’s store.
Contrary to Big Tech’s claims, ending app store monopolies might even strengthen, not harm, national security. Using its app store monopoly, Apple blocks users in China from downloading Virtual Private Network (VPN) applications, encrypted messaging applications such as Signal, and apps from independent media outlets. As a result, Chinese citizens are unable to access information and communications tools that would allow them to evade ubiquitous government surveillance and censorship. Despite Apple’s claim that the Open App Markets Act would harm national security, Chinese dissidents might appreciate the option to side-load VPN apps or even to use app stores that do not appease the CCP.

This is not the first time that Big Tech companies have attempted to use security concerns as a pretext for anticompetitive conduct. Despite Apple’s arguments that its app store restrictions were necessary to safeguard user privacy and cybersecurity, a September 2021 opinion in *Epic Games Inc. v. Apple Inc.* found that the company’s concerns did not shield it from liability under California law for its anti-steering behavior, even as the court considered and rejected Epic’s other antitrust claims.

In short, national security and robust competition are not mutually exclusive. Antitrust reforms can and should be crafted to avoid requiring the potential transfer or sharing of data with the People’s Republic of China or “the government of another foreign adversary,” and fair competition does not preclude tech platforms from enhancing their own security as needed. As Harvard cybersecurity scholar Bruce Schneier details in his 2022 letter supporting AICOA and the Open App Markets Act, “Any future changes that a platform makes to enhance privacy and security will still be permitted, as long as those changes are applied fairly to the platform’s own products and services as well as to third parties.”

**Numerous legislative and regulatory actions are available to mitigate national security threats.** Even if, for the sake of argument, antitrust reforms had the incidental effect of complicating security efforts by Big Tech platforms, a wide variety of other actions could help to mitigate cybersecurity and supply chain threats to national security. Mobile apps like TikTok present a real and significant threat to Americans’ privacy and security, even without antitrust enforcement against Apple and Google’s app stores.

For example, TikTok logs all of its users’ keystrokes and screen taps, including on third-party websites accessed through the app, and Chinese employees of its parent company, ByteDance, can access data of American users. Despite numerous concerns about possible Chinese government access to sensitive personal data, the Biden Administration has yet to take action against TikTok, preferring instead to rescind President Donald Trump’s ban without implementing any measures to mitigate the app’s
threat to national security. TikTok is also available through both Apple’s App Store and the Google Play store for Android phones, raising doubt about both companies’ claims that their app store monopolies lead to improved user privacy and security.

Similarly, existing executive branch authorities could be used to counter Chinese and Russian threats to cybersecurity and data privacy. To date, the Biden Administration has lacked the will to use these authorities. In May 2019, President Trump issued an executive order that empowered the Department of Commerce to block transactions involving information and communication technology and services (ICTS) from a foreign adversary that threatened national security. That order was renewed but modified in June 2021 by President Joseph Biden, who added “connected software applications” to the scope of the Commerce Department’s review authority.

To implement either order, the Biden Administration must finalize implementing regulations. Nearly a year after making its proposal, the Commerce Department has yet to issue a final rule on ICTS transactions. To the extent that Big Tech companies genuinely fear that antitrust reforms may embolden nation-state cybersecurity threats against American users, those threats will be mitigated most effectively by robust review of ICTS transactions involving Chinese and Russian software companies.

What Congress and the Administration Should Do

As noted, there are several legislative and regulatory actions that can be taken to counter Chinese and Russian threats to U.S. cybersecurity and data privacy. Specifically, Congress should:

- **Reform and modernize** U.S. antitrust laws based on competition principles and not specious national security arguments.

- **Expand** prohibitions on investments in Chinese military-related and surveillance-related companies to include outbound investment and partnerships.

- **Impose** transparency requirements for U.S. companies that operate in China.

- **Prohibit** joint ventures and R&D partnerships with Chinese state-owned entities.
The Department of Justice should:

- **Determine** whether Big Tech companies, almost all of which operate in countries all over the world (including countries with endemic corruption), are in strict compliance with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.61

- **Restore** its China Initiative to elevate the priority of investigations and prosecutions of Chinese covert political influence and economic espionage.62

The Department of Commerce should:

- **Fulfill** its responsibilities under the June 2021 executive order to recommend actions to mitigate national security threats from Chinese tech companies.

- **Finalize** its proposed regulation under President Trump’s and President Biden’s ICTS executive orders.

**Conclusion**

When considering antitrust reforms, Congress and the executive branch should look past Big Tech’s self-serving national security arguments. Global companies like Google, Apple, and Amazon are not “national champions” like China’s state-sponsored tech companies, not least because they are entangled with the CCP. U.S. national security will be advanced by encouraging innovation from new competitors that place American values first.

Moreover, many of the legislative reforms under consideration have been designed specifically to mitigate any national security concerns, and other policy tools can be employed to counter threats to cybersecurity and data privacy from adversaries like China and Russia. Policymakers should reject specious Big Tech–funded national security appeals and instead consider antitrust reforms on their merits.
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